Name of the collection: V
Model: big suspended lamp
First made in: 2007
Manufactured by: arturo alvarez
Designer: SERRANO

Technique: Injected polycarbonate.

Family: This collection comprises: floor lamp and 2 different sizes of suspended lamps.

Philosophy: Polycarbonate-injected pieces placed on a frame one after the other giving a sense of rhythm and strength. The light gets suspended in the middle, it is filtered through the slats creating a very attractive watering-like effect.
HERE WE ARE IN AUGUST

Editorial letter by Michael Earle, magazine’s editor

The heat is upon us and everyone deserves a nice break to enjoy the beach and relax a bit. It is a good time to enjoy our magazine, while laying by the pool. We have received amazing feedback so far from many unexpected places. The feedback has been very positive and we intend to keep improving and applying your comments to create a better magazine each month. We would like to encourage everyone interested in modern design to drop us a line or a comment at comments@d-earle.com.

This month we continue to explore new and interesting projects from all over the world. It is important that modernism continues to incorporate multicultural ideas and that projects from other parts of the world are recognized. Modern design is always enriched when it can incorporate various cultural references and views to the palate of ideas. This complexity enriches and improves the design. Zaha Hadid is a great example of this. Born in Iraq, there is a certain Arabic influence in her work. Most of her career was spent in London which adds richness to her work.

China and the Middle East are places where architecture is being explored in radical new ways at the moment. China, in the lead up to the Olympics, is building a dazzling array of modern projects that we will be presenting in future issues. The modernism explored in these projects is a complex mix of Chinese culture and modern ideas and forms. Very exciting for modern design and everyone interested in architecture and design.

We could also dedicate many issues to what is happening in Dubai and the Emirates. The scale of these projects shows the promise and future of the area. These are truly engineering wonders being conceived on a massive scale. The “star” architects who are working there at the moment reads like a who’s who of architecture. This bodes well for the future of modern design around the world. Enjoy!

If you have any questions or comments about modern design or architecture, I can be contacted at mearle@d-earle.com
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Editorial letter by Luis Gallardo, magazine’s director

For those who didn’t have the chance to enjoy the July edition, this is the 2nd issue of Modern Design Magazine. Thank you so much for all your warm feedback!
We are trying every month to bring you the latest cutting edge international contents relating to the fantastic world of Modern Design.

Modern Design people are passionate about beauty, functionality, elegance and sensibilities to any kind of art: architecture, design, photography, music, fashion...

This month we are bringing you some refreshing contents: we invite you to discover this amazing world of architecture with astonishing projects around the world from China to the Costa del Sol. Surprising art contents which I am sure will add some poetry to your life.

A special message to our readers: Modern Design Magazine is interactive – we want you to participate in it. I’d like to remind you that our magazine is available online via our website www.d-earle.com. We invite you to participate in the next edition: please give us some constructive feedback about the mag to make it better and we want to know your ideas for future contents.

A well-known magazine director told us that with our new venture, we have increased the quality of free distributed magazines in the area. We have raised the bar. I just hope you agree with him and enjoy reading it! We want people to collect Modern Design Magazine, so you’d should better start now.

Please do not hesitate to contact me for any questions related to Modern Design Magazine at lgs@lgs.com
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THE READERS’ VOICE

Readers’ opinions regarding our magazine and/or previous articles.

MODERN DESIGN is Architecture and Art. If you think you could be part of MODERN DESIGN or you know someone who could, please let us know. We want our magazine to be interactive. We want to progress with you. In 2016, Málaga probably will be the European City of Culture – it’s not as far off as you think so let’s open our minds to the world and the future. Let’s make it happen!

If you have any good ideas or constructive opinions regarding MODERN DESIGN’s contents, this is the place to express yourself.

Please visit our web page: www.d-earle.com and email us at magazine@d-earle.com
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One of the largest Beach clubs in Europe
Luxury leisure, fashion and dining
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Ocean Club Marbella

www.oceanclubmarbella.net
Avda Lola Flores s/n Puerto Banus Marbella

info@oceanclubmarbella.net
Tel +34 952 90 81 37
Marina Mijas

The mountainous region of Mijas is adding a new string to its bow: a new sports Marina to strengthen its commanding lead as the Costa del Sol’s most diverse tourist destination. The new development will meet the growing demand for a quality, year round boating experience and will comprise 800 to 1,000 berths 5m to 100m in length; 2 docks for transatlantic cruise liners; a helipad; berths for 30-50 fishing boats with refrigeration services and a market; a nautical club; hotel and congress centre. Beat that Marbella!

www.marinamijas.com

Flash drivers crash cars. Fact.

A new angle for a safe driving campaign: using the old flip book art form of animation and motion, these individual images create a fast moving clip to drivers speeding above the set speed limit. The message quite literally being life can be over in a split second: "Don’t let your life flash before you. Slow Down".

People power to the Pont

When a double arched stone bridge spanning the River Tordera east of Barcelona was destroyed in 1811 to stop Napoleon’s invading army, no one would have known that Pont Trencat (literally 'Broken Bridge') would take nearly 200 years to repair. But in the mid 1990s, local villagers began mustering support to restore it to its former glory and finally, having raised sufficient funds, their efforts have paid off with the bridge recently springing back to life - the new part-wood structure melding with the poignant stone ruins to create a striking dual construct bridge brimming with local pride.

Middlesbrough meets the Robinsons

If Will Alsop’s brief from Tees Valley Regeneration agency was to put Middlesbrough in the north of England on the map, the architect has certainly fulfilled his task. The grandiose plans to revive Middlehaven docks and redundant waterfront are in partnership with BioRegional Quintain, one of the UK’s biggest developers. The agreement will bring £200m (€300m) of investment to Middlesbrough plus 1,000 new jobs, 750 homes designed by top architects, shops, stylish bars, cafés, restaurants and a luxury hotel. The cold, dark north has a bright new future.

www.teesvalleyregeneration.co.uk
**Vexing Vegas**

Bet your bottom dollar that heads will roll in Las Vegas after the baggage claim carousel in Venice airport was painted as a roulette wheel. Love or loathe gambling, this clever piece of marketing by Venice Casino targets a captive audience in full leisure mode with countless opportunities to see the moving ad space while everyone’s luggage but your own goes round and round the carousel...With free entrance tickets offered to waiting tourists, all they need now are cute croupiers to push those darn luggage-laden trolleys!

**Good looking books**

Literature and architecture are new bed fellows – at least at the Pontificial Lateran University library in Rome. The stylish modern design is an extension to the existing library and takes a totally fresh approach, adding a curved ceiling, angular stair-casing and vast glass panelling – features not usually seen in these types of spaces. The university’s collection of around 600,000 books – some dating back to the 16th century – are now housed in the underground vaults equipped with a fire extinguisher system and humidity and temperature controls to protect the city’s proud literal heritage for many more years to come.

**Slow, slow, QIQ, QIQ, slow**

The Dutch know a thing or two about 2-wheeled vehicles - the country's crawling with bikes of all shapes and sizes. So welcome this nifty two-seater electric car, the QIQ, used at Amsterdam's Hilton and Okura Hotel for guests' transportation. With a driving radius of 45 km and a maximum speed of 40 km per hour, it's perfect for 'Dam's narrow streets and its eco-friendly nature blends in perfectly with fellow commuters on push bikes. Its brilliant satnav system stops you getting lost and keeps your speed safe at the same time - what more could you want from a vehicle? www.simplyamsterdam.nl
TATE MODERN

If you go down to the Tate today, you’re in for a big surprise! Its original function was to be the national gallery of British art and having secured its place in the hearts of five million visitors every year (it was designed for half that number), it proudly maintains London’s position as the world’s cultural and creative capital. By comparison, New York’s Museum of Modern Art receives 2.7 million visitors a year and the Pompidou Centre in Paris 2.5 million.

Now Tate’s gone one step further with designs for an ambitious new extension which will be “a landmark building for the 21st century”, designed by the same team at Herzog & de Meuron who designed the original building.

The futuristic new extension will sit on the south side of the existing gallery and will be made up of a series of glass boxes stacked on top of each other to form a ziggurat – a structure dating back to the temples of ancient Mesopotamia and Babylon. Ziggurats were considered to be homes to the Gods rather than places of worship, but now more visitors will be able to worship its enriched programme of modern and contemporary art and visual culture following its opening, scheduled to coincide with the 2012 Olympics.

At 70 metres (230 feet) high, the development includes 10 new galleries, two new performance areas, two public plazas and a roof terrace with spectacular views across London. It will also open up a north-south street through the building creating a pedestrian walk from St Paul’s Cathedral across the Millennium Bridge down to the Elephant and Castle area of south London.

And just as London is reinforcing its leading cultural position, so too is the Tate hosting a major international exhibition titled Global Cities – looking at the changing faces of ten dynamic international cities: Cairo, Istanbul, Johannesburg, London, Los Angeles, Mexico City, Mumbai, São Paulo, Shanghai and Tokyo. Architects and artists including Nigel Coates, Zaha Hadid, Rem Koolhaas and Patrik Schumacher will offer their subjective and intimate interpretations of the urban conditions in each city.

See EVENTS for details
A dynamic energy and eagerness to encourage the unconventional is what sets Modern Design magazine apart from its competitors.

Turn your business into gold... advertise with Modern Design magazine.

The Coast’s most ultra-modern magazine.

For more information visit www.d-earle.com or call:
Tel. 951 26 00 41 email: ad@d-earle.com
"I DON’T DESIGN NICE BUILDINGS – I DON’T LIKE THEM.
I LIKE ARCHITECTURE TO HAVE SOME RAW, VITAL, EARTHY QUALITY."

YOU KNOW YOU’RE UP THERE IN ARCHITECTURE’S
HIGHEST STRATUM WHEN GUGGENHEIM NEW YORK
HOST YOUR OWN-NAME EXHIBITION LASTING
FOUR-AND-A-HALF MONTHS, FEATURE YOUR
PORTFOLIO OF PRECIOUS PAINTINGS, DISPLAY YOUR
CAREFULLY-CRAFTED DESIGN MODELS AND
PRESENT YOUR PERFECTLY FORMED PIECES OF
FURNITURE – ALL WHILE REFERRING TO YOU AS A
“VISIONARY ARCHITECT”. NO LESS. WELL THAT’S
THE FORTUNATE FATE THAT BEFELL “VISIONARY
ARCHITECT” ZAHAA HADID LAST YEAR – THE DEEP,
PRIVATE WOMAN BEHIND SOME OF THE MOST
AUDACIOUS PUBLIC BUILDINGS TO EVER SET FOOT
OFF THE DRAWING BOARD.

Text: Chris Dove  Photo: Zaha Hadid Architects / Others
SO MUCH HAS HAPPENED DURING THIS INFLUENTIAL MODERN DESIGNER’S CAREER THAT IT’S WORTH STEPPING BACK IN TIME A LITTLE TO 2004. BACK THEN, HADID WAS HEAPED WITH INSTITUTIONAL PRAISE WHEN - AGAINST THE ODDS AS SHE’D ONLY JUST COMPLETED HER FIRST MAJOR WORK, THE CINCINNATI CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY ART - SHE BECAME THE FIRST WOMAN TO WIN THE PRESTIGIOUS PRITZKER PRIZE FOR ARCHITECTURE, THE INDUSTRY’S HIGHEST AND MOST CovETED ANNUAL AWARD. SINCE RECEIVING OFFICIAL RECOGNITION FOR HER INTERIOR DESIGNS, THE LOOK AND FEEL SHE BRINGS TO NEW CORPORATE BUILDINGS AND HER ADORNMENT OF PUBLIC SPACES, HADID HAS STOOD WAY OUT IN FRONT OF AN ARCHITECTURAL AVANT-GARDE THAT CONTINUALLY TESTS THE BOUNDARIES OF MODERN DESIGN. WORKING IN THE ORIGINAL TRUE SENSE OF MULTI-MEDIA, HER NUMEROUS PROJECTS HAVE THEMSELVES BECOME COLLECTABLE, HIGHLY PRIZED POSSESSIONS - HANDBAGS TO CUTLERY, URBAN PLANS TO TECHNICAL ANIMATIONS.

Taking great architectural strides

In the male-dominated world of high architecture, it’s impossible to admire Hadid’s rise to fame without examining her background and career in a cross-cultural context. As a female, being born in Baghdad may have had its drawbacks for many a Gehry-enthusiast, with limited opportunities for basic education made even less so when your field of interest is modern architecture - anathema to a culture in which Western lifestyles were (and still are) very much frowned upon. “It’s a crazy situation, especially for an architect who wants to build, not destroy,” she declares retrospectively. Hadid however was brought up in an intellectual family who placed great value on education and the understanding of other cultures.

It was her first visit to Sumer in southern Iraq where the country’s architectural foundations were laid and its first cities built that made a lasting impression on the teenage Hadid, preparing the groundwork for her future focus. She recalls fondly how “My father (a leading liberal Iraqi politician) took us to see the Sumerian cities. Then we went by boat and then on a smaller one made of reeds to visit villages in the marshes. The beauty of the landscape - where sand, water, reeds, birds, buildings and people all somehow flowed together - has never left me.”
Challenging career crossroad:

Following her early student days in Switzerland and Beirut, she received her diploma in Architectural Studies from London’s Architectural Association in 1977 before joining the up and coming Office of Metropolitan Architecture (OMA) under the professorship of dynamic Dutch architect, Rem Koolhaas.

Things seemed to be looking up when Hadid made London her adopted home and opened her independent practice Zaha Hadid Architects two years later, winning international acclaim in 1983 for her distinctive design for a leisure club in Hong Kong. Then came her triumphant showing in a succession of high profile design competitions around the world: Berlin’s bustling Kudamm retail district Romo’s Centre for Contemporary Arts; the Vitra Fire Station in Weil am Rhein, Germany; Singapore’s Science Hub masterplan; Tokyo’s temporary (ten-year specific) Guggenheim Museum, among others too numerous to list.

But life wasn’t always so straightforward. In 1995, a major spanner fell in the works when her ultra-modern design for Cardiff Bay Opera House in Wales was rejected by London’s Millennium Commission due to “uncertainties” – the Conservative Secretary of State for National Heritage concluding that Hadid was a risky prospect whose work was better on paper than in practice. Though suffering a serious setback at the time, Hadid handled her fall from grace graciously and set to work designing the Millennium Dome’s ‘Mind Zone’ instead.

Highs on the future

Since then, Hadid has been designing bigger, better and bolder buildings – taking them to an entirely new (higher) level and stimulating social discourse above and beyond their locations. Take the seductive Dancing Towers skyscrapers in Dubai’s Business Bay; you’d have to be partially blind not to see its uncanny resemblance to Gehry’s “Fred and Ginger” dancing duo at the National-Niederlanden Building in Prague, and her design for the new 62-metre high Performing Arts Centre in Abu Dhabi’s Cultural Centre really is a stunning, sculptural form.

Of Hadid’s contributions to Madrid’s luxury 342-room Hotel Puerta America, one critic comments: “Hadid’s rooms are the most striking. It’s a pity Stanley Kubrick didn’t live to shoot here”, while her vision of the underwater fun and games to be held in London’s 2012 Olympics Aquatic Centre is a unique undulating design and sinuous S-shape. There’s been talk of her building a Guggenheim Museum in Taiwan and involved in the Malaga train station development on Spain’s Costa del Sol, and just a few months ago, with her sights firmly set skywards again, she’s brought Moscow into the act with a glass-guzzling mega Exopcentre featuring 26,340 sq m of exhibition space, a 26-storey hotel and numerous levels housing residential and commercial units. Meanwhile, the diversity of Hadid’s work was reinforced last month with a temporary installation at London’s Serpentine Gallery featuring a far-out, multi-layered ‘Fade Landscape Chandelier’ swimming with Swarowski crystals suspended in twisting planes above the ground.
Building blocks in Baghdad

Hadid has a personal ambition to help build both Baghdad and Beirut but political timing is not on her side right now. "What I would really love to build are schools, hospitals, social housing. Of course I believe imaginative architecture can make a difference to people’s lives, but I wish it was possible to divert some of the effort we put into ambitious museums and galleries into the basic architectural building blocks of society."

With memories of Sumer still fresh in her mind, Hadid explains that today, it’s a landscape that continues to inspire her. "I’m trying to discover – invent, I suppose – architecture, and forms of urban planning that do something of the same thing in a contemporary way. I started out trying to create buildings that would sparkle like isolated jewels; now I want them to connect, to form a new kind of landscape, to flow together with contemporary cities and the lives of their peoples.”

Hadid is still the world’s only major woman architect by a long chalk. “For a woman to go out alone into architecture is still very, very hard. It’s still a man’s world.” A clarion call to other would-be female architects waiting in the wings: it might be a hard road to travel but having trodden the un-concreted path herself, Hadid and her work provide glaring proof that in the monumentally-macho world of modern architecture, the sky really is the limit...
“If it architecture doesn’t kill you, then you’re no good. I mean, really – you have to go at it full time. You can’t afford to dip in and out.” Hard talk from the lady in the hard hat.
“I’d love to get some designs into mass, low-cost production. I want to be able to touch everyone, not just the educated and cultural elite, with a little of what we can do...to bring some excitement and challenges to people’s lives”. Not so harsh words from the lady from the marshes.
We can design almost anything

"It is not because things are difficult that we do not dare,
it is because we do not dare that they are difficult."
SENeca

Nothing is too difficult for us to design. We guarantee it. Apartments, villas, bars, restaurants, pools, offices, clubs... Guaranteed quotes within 24 hours.

Guaranteed 5000€ penalty if we delay. Guaranteed 10-year construction quality. Guaranteed finance and credit line.

Architecture & Construction
Calle Churrusa 2, Fuengirola, Málaga, 29640
Phone: 951 26 00 41 | www.d-earle.com
Sometimes an artist is so dry, offbeat, tongue-in-cheek and likeable that everything he does is magic. Well, one such man is Austrian Stefan Sagmeister and his spurious reasoning for doing what he does. Take his Lou Reed album poster. "The lyrics are extremely personal. We tried to show this by writing those lyrics directly over his face and on the basis that we all have short tongues (really Stefan?), he and a colleague bought two fresh cow tongues from the nearby meat market and shot them with a 4×5 camera. "Somehow they came out phallic. We did not mind. Some AIGA members did," referring to their extremely funny muckraking of the American Institute of Graphic Artists. And his public art featuring 600 fighting inflated white monkeys in various Scottish locations this summer caused a huge stir. Each monkey holding a placard with words making up the sentence "everybody always thinks they are right". Who can disagree with that? www.sagmeister.com
Fur capes on the Costa? Believe it – it’s Boal’s Icebar!

Wrap up warm before heading to Benalmádena. That’s the friendly advice from architects Diseño Earle, it’s a hot new venue for the frozen few…
Benalmádena boasts a first. Boal’s Icebar in the Marina opened its chiller cabinets just as the summer heatwave started taking its toll.

It’s 40 degrees and rising so the only place to escape to is the cool comfort of its -10ºC ice walls, enjoying an Icebar cocktail from a sculpted ice glass with like-minded customers from the chattering classes. Like you, they’re curious about this exciting, new and very different drinking experience.

I began thinking about the complex task of building a complete finished structure entirely out of ice. Giant blocks of ice have to adapt to the environment and temperature so as not to crack during construction. This also gives it great texture for sculpting which allows the artist to move the chisel over the ice with just the right mix of softness without being brittle. This project was a genuine challenge for us in unusual temperatures and conditions since we’re not in a “frozen” country like Sweden, home of the original IceHotel.

Now everybody wants a piece of ice action. Spain’s national TV crews and press corps are hot on our heels demanding first hand accounts of our construction technique. Network channels including Telecinco, TVE1 and CanalSur Andalucía, along with national newspapers including La Razón and Málaga-based La Opinion are hosting interviews inside and outside the bar, giving viewers and readers a bird’s eye view of what temptations they can expect.

Speaking to La Opinion recently, Diseño Earle’s Technical Projects Director Néstor Baroni recounts the bricklayers’ reactions on first hearing about the novel project: “When we told them that instead of using normal bricks they would have to use bricks made of ice, they simply didn’t believe it!” Nevertheless, our workers lost no time preparing the cement used to unite the ice blocks for the walls and bar using water which, when congealed into ice form, acts as an efficient wall strengthenener.

Boal’s Icebar opened on June 26th this year with the anticipated avalanche of guests thirsting to...
get into the cold. With a capacity for 80 pleasure seekers, the entry fee includes a free drink (juices for the kids), rental of a fur cape and warm gloves. Stools and seats are covered by small blankets and while there’s no dress code, you are advised to wear covered shoes though it’s not a problem as their socks come in handy if needed.

Everything inside is made of ice – the walls, bar, sculptures and even the glasses you drink from so it really is a chilling experience! Keep in mind the abrupt change in temperature when leaving the premises as the thermal difference can be as high as 30º. You have been warmed! For the less cold-hearted, there’s also an outside beach hut-style bar serving alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks – great for a few frozen margaritas under the sun and stars with friends and family.

As architectural tourism takes off internationally (spurred on by the huge interest in the New 7 Wonders of the World campaign), more and more people are travelling specifically to experience different architectural wonders. We’re privileged to be the first architects in Spain to design and build such an innovative structure as an icebar.

Spain has always attracted people from all over the world and Benalmádena now offers a supercool new tourist attraction they can enjoy all year round.

Owner’s Pat and Laurie promise you’ll receive a warm welcome in a frosty atmosphere and they invite you to toast their ice-breaking new venture for a truly unforgettable experience! It’s already become a haunt for daring visitors attempting to break the record for the longest time anyone can stay inside: one guy managed a whole 50 MINUTES in nothing but a pair of very skimpy shorts – crazy or what?!
DYSON Airblade super-fast hand dryer

Everyone agrees that hand dryers are unhygienic, slow and inefficient so put your hands together for the Dyson Airblade – a new type of hand dryer that uses a high velocity blade of air to dry hands more hygienically, energy-efficiently and at least twice as fast as any other.

www.dysonairblade.co.uk

Get a good night’s kip with NightCove

Based on medical and scientific research, Zyken’s NightCove is a “revolution in health and wellness in the heart of your bedroom”, its unique design using a world of lights and sounds aimed solely at improving sleep quality. With sleep programs to help you fall asleep quickly and serenely, wake-up programs to wake you up gently, rested and energised, and nap programs to keep you working at your best, its light wavelengths and sound frequencies are adapted to sleepers’ physiological needs so you’ll be taken to a new level of sleep any time of night or day.

Sweet dreams available from Zyken, www.zyken.com

The STANDING wheelchair

It’s amazing how innovations in industrial design continue to change our lives, particularly for those who’ve been left paraplegic by tragic accidents. Thanks to this brilliant piece of engineering, the standing wheelchair enables them to regain some quality of life, allowing them to stand upright while resting on a padded back support and giving them back the comfort and mobility they previously enjoyed.
Couch Potatoes Unite!

Domotics are here today, here tomorrow and the dominant force of our future...

Admit it, you flick the TV/CD/DVD controls on/off in less time than the blinking of an eye, so think how much easier life will get living in the smart, intelligent home where domestic functions are fully automated and activated by a mere phone or internet instruction.

That's the magic of domotics: operating anything electronic at any time, anywhere. The roots of the word are found in the Latin 'domus', meaning home and the Czech 'robotka' meaning servitude or forced work and was first popularised by Czech dramatist Karel Capek with his play R.U.R., Rossum's Universal Robots in 1921.

Now, domotics are taking us closer to a totally-automated life as technology, timing, comfort and convenience meet, its simplicity of usage making the online house a reality and our homes safer and less expensive to maintain. Even when we're miles from home, our house of the future will fulfill our new demands, no matter how unusual...

For the able-bodied, it may just be a question of expending less time and energy, as well as being an affordable option. Domotics are the way forward for most of us, though, especially taking into account the fact that, soon, we'll all be living way past our hundredth birthdays.

For the less mobile and the elderly living at home, wearable wireless sensor networks can monitor medical problems, promoting an automatic call for help. The sensor network consists of tiny battery-powered computers placed around the home, silently collecting data to monitor light, temperature, humidity and movement. The sensors then interpret the information to create an accurate picture of activity in the home. For home-based patients, for example, or people who like or need to follow a routine, the sensors can be placed on everyday items like toothbrushes and coffee cups to determine if the patient is following their routine - if not, the sensor transmission alerts a family member or other carer to check on them.

Sensor technologies have the potential to address patients' greatest needs and enhance their quality of care, while aids based on head or eye tracking have appeared in recent years, facilitating people with limited speech capabilities.

We can thank the web for letting us send and receive information in real time at our convenience. We need technological aids to cope with everyday situations and ensure our safety and well-being while we want instant info and the ability to interact with the whole world from the comfort of our armchairs.
Audio, video, lights - and home control
Everything from one Company

Benefit from the latest technology and relax, because with solutions from Mediamagic you can easily & reliably control your lights, blinds, heating and many more appliances.

Your mobile Touchpanel will give you access to your sound & home cinema system, security cameras, alarm system, lights, air-conditioning even the water temperature of your swimming pool from wherever you are.

Modern video- and audioservers offer you the choice of your complete video & music selection from everywhere in the house. Obviously these services can be used simultaneously & independently by various people.

Home entertainment will become an amazing experience.

For more information Mediamagic: +34 95 282 42 05

3 reasons for solutions by Mediamagic

FLEXIBILITY - Highest quality Home Entertainment available on demand at any time.
COMFORT - Enjoy & control all functions of your house from the sofa.
COST SAVINGS - Save energy by optimising lighting & heating.

Enjoy a full demonstration in our show house in Sierra Blanca.
Never have the tensions between town and country, urban and rural, and natural spaces versus places of consumption been greater. Horizontal production and consumption are centred in and around the city – factories, storage, warehouses, greenhouses all contribute to urban sprawl and consume vast tracts of land, and as demand for space becomes more intensive, landscape architects and urban planners are asking why these various systems of production are forced to operate horizontally. Why shouldn’t production and consumption not find their place in the heart of city in a format less reliant on the horizontal model, and forming the basis of an international durable city?

Forward-looking French architects have developed the concept of the Living Tower — aligning agricultural production, commercial activities and residential spaces into a single, vertical system. This allows greater central city density while reducing the reliance on agricultural flatlands, significantly reducing the need for transportation between distant urban areas and protecting rural environments. This ground-breaking supposition considers new practical and energy-saving relationships between agriculture, commerce and housing, resulting in significant environmental savings day and night.
Output lamp for night lighting, cultivation complements natural lighting fed by windmills.

Chimney effect produced by glass and hydroponics from ground level to top level.

A linear, inclined hydroponics system uses natural water irrigation from recycled rain water to give nutrition to the plants.

A prefabricated exterior and non-supporting wall made from a special fibre type cement call "Ducata."

Alcoves between the kitchen, toilets and technical and local service areas serve different types of spaces.

Integrated photovoltaic walls partly supply low tension energy needs to the building.

Reinforced concrete poles in the central core.

Reinforced belts in the central core.

Veranda with low emissions.

Ventilation and climatisation grill sustained by the chimney-effect of the cultivation zone.

Structural central nucleus of the BHP double skin.
Year-round crop production – 1 indoor acre is equivalent to 4-6 outdoor acres or more, depending on the crop (e.g. strawberries: 1 indoor acre = 30 outdoor acres)

No weather-related crop failures due to droughts, floods, pests

All food is grown organically using no herbicides, pesticides or fertilizers

Eliminates agricultural waste by recycling black and gray water into potable water collected by evapotranspiration

Returns farmland to nature, restoring ecosystems and services

Greatly reduces the incidence of infectious diseases acquired through traditional farming methods

Returns energy to the unit via methane generation from composting non-edible parts of plants and animals

Dramatically reduces fossil fuel use (no tractors, mechanical ploughs, sea, air or road transportation)

Converts abandoned urban properties into efficient food production centres, creating sustainable urban environments

Offers measurable economic improvements for Less Developed Countries (LDCs) and may be a catalyst in helping reduce or even reverse LDC’s population growth as they adopt urban agriculture as a strategy for sustainable food production

Could reduce the incidence of armed conflict over natural resources such as water and agricultural land and may prove useful for integrating into refugee camps where such conflicts occur

Creates new employment opportunities.

The layout of the Living Tower criss-crosses agricultural production, residential and commercial uses into a mix of off-ground facilities which vastly improves their association within the vertical city. Structurally, the Living Tower is made entirely from concrete and includes 30 storeys 112 metres high covering a ground area of 25 by 48 metres. Approximately 11,045 m² of residential area will consist of 130 apartments occupying the bottom 15 floors; offices on the top 15 floors will take up 8,675 m²; the off-ground horticultural area from street level to the top of the tower will occupy 7,000 m²; the shopping centre and hypermarket area 6,750 m²; a media library and nursery 650 m² and basement parking for 475 vehicles covering an area of 12,400 m².

The core of the tower features a network of ventilation shafts circulating air drawn from the ground at approximately 15°C, refreshing new air in summer and heating it in winter. A peripheral concrete veil system at the core ensures wind bracing and the up and down movement of loads, the thickness of these veils increasing according to the descent of the loads. Located at the top of the tower, two large wind machines directed towards the dominant winds produce 200 to 600 kWh of electricity per year and are also used as a pumping station to ensure the circulation and recycling of rainwater recovered from the tower’s roof.

This concept of urban living in which agriculture comes to the city has seen a new breed of greenhouse take root in downtown Toronto, Canada. The SkyFarm is a vertical farm destined to provide the bulk of the food requirements for parts of the city and virtually eliminate its reliance on imported food for basic sustenance. Lettuce, carrots, green beans, soy beans, spinach, peppers, wheat, potatoes, cucumbers, tomatoes, aubergines and strawberries provide a veritable vegetarian’s feast growing 238 metres above ground level. There are even areas for egg-laying chickens here, showing that anything is possible if you try hard enough and use the right technologies in the right way. Otherwise known as vertical farms, skyscraper farms, or ecologic skyscrapers, expect more of these multi-purpose structures to sprout up in urban settings anywhere around the world.
THE FINEST INTERNATIONAL CUISINE IN AN ELEGANT ATMOSPHERIC SETTING

MEZZO restaurant

Blvd. Príncipe Alfonso Hohenlohe, C.C. Coliseum, 4
29600 Marbella. Tel. 952 990 230 / 678 258 687
Lunch 12:30am - 4pm Mon-Fri, Dinner 7:30pm - 12pm Mon-Sat
Hotel PUERTA AMÉRICA

Hotel Puerta América is a homage to freedom. Freedom to the world’s 19 most advanced architects and designers to ditch their drawing boards and turn never-before-attempted designs into distant dreams and desires. Formal freedom, originality, luxury and innovation define this distinctive hotel. Guests are free to choose from 342 rooms on 12 floors; each awakening their senses, each breaking the mould of materials, colours and shapes and bringing together the best in avant-garde design and architecture. Each room steeped with the finest luxurious detail that entices guests to search for new forms, to interact with them, to touch, to see, to breathe and to smell; each ushering them into singularly unique spaces in a dramatic departure from anywhere they’ve ever stayed before. And it’s a venue they’ll long to return to over and over again for its comfort, quality and wide range of services.

Text: Chris Dove  Photo: Rafael Vargas
At an estimated cost of 75 million euros and covering more than 34,000 square metres, Hotel Puerta América is strategically located 10 km from Madrid's Barajas Airport so it's ideal for discerning leisure and business travellers. Since opening its five-star luxury puertas (Spanish for ‘doors’) in 2005, it's been enjoying international rave reviews as part of Spanish group Hoteles Silken's mission to create a unique hotel that merges architecture, design and art. Spain's first multi-cultural hotel was designed to play host to people from different nationalities so the leading lights from 13 different countries were invited to create a sensorial and intellectual feast that upholds the hotel's quest for quality and innovation. Spanning several years of construction and with more than 650 people working simultaneously to achieve a look in which all design rules were broken, the hotel and its guests can thank the minds, souls and hands of an auspicious collective of architects and designers. Taking the lift from the ground floor up you'll find contributions from most of the best architects in the world.
Zaha Hadid

The first woman to win a Pritzker Prize for Architecture in 2004. She fittingly kitted out the 1st floor in ultra-white plastic while the igloo-like rooms have barely a right angle in sight, from the sculpted smooth walls to the iceberg-like slab seating.

Norman Foster

Foster’s serene environment on the 2nd floor features hand-stitched leather as the pre-eminent material through which different acoustic and tactile sensations are sought.

David Chipperfield

David Chipperfield Architects’ simple, luxurious 3rd floor space combines handcrafted finishes, upholstered panels and white marble.

Studio Plasma

Argentinean Eva Castro and German Holger Chene from Plasma Studio, founded in 1999, who chose a highly geometrical 4th floor design that could easily have come straight out of science fiction.
Victorio & Lucchino

Designers

Using linen and wall motifs on the 5th floor to achieve a welcoming space embraced by fabrics and colours to produce an Egyptian-theme replete with velvet and marble sphinxes.

Marc Newson

His 6th floor futuristic hallway made totally from red lacquered wood resembles a mirror and whose 8.25 metre-long white Carrara marble bar weighs more than six tonnes.

Ron Arad

Creating an internal 7th floor pathway that gradually reveals each of the spaces within the rooms.

Kate Findlay

and colleague Jason Bruges who re-created an 8th floor meditative space where guests can “listen to the wind” and soak in light installations that react to their movements.
Richard Gluckman
With his 9th floor concept of 'a box within a box', standing out for its orderliness, lightness and neatness.

Arata Isozaki
His 10th floor bedrooms are all rich black and charcoal grey and feature luxurious white cedar soaking bathtubs and sliding oak shoji window screens that are masterpieces of understatement.

Salas & Mariscal Designers
This Spanish duo provoke different sensations with their broad palette of colours and care-free touch with partitions, especially in the 11th floors and walls conveying liveness and imagination.

Jean Nouvel
The French architect designed for the 12th floor penthouses boast 12 jaw-dropping suites, and his take on the rainbow-inspired glass and steel facade features verses from Paul Eluard's underground poem, 'Liberty' written in huge letters.
Together, this dream team of diverse creative brains form an eclectic mix of the world’s highest ranking architectural designers. Between them they have clearly succeeded in creating a visually stimulating and novel environment that’s become a talking point beyond its all-out sensuous confines and its convenient Madrid location – making the boldest of style statements, the most daring of design displays and surpassing guests’ wildest possible dreams.

That is until guests wake up, pinch themselves and find they weren’t dreaming at all.
superflat
TAKASHI MURAKAMI
del 15 de Junio al 15 de Agosto de 2007
**virgule**

Lie back and think of... this undulating chair indicates loft living at its best and dictates a thoroughly modern approach.

www.rochebobois.com

---

**firewire** LaCie

Producing amazingly clear sound, the sleek, simple design firewire-powered with a minimum SW output means they don’t need an AC adapter, resulting in better portability and less cable clutter.

www.lacie.com

---

**neo2** Arturo Álvarez

Steel frame signature table lamps in black, white, orange and blue silicone are designed to create special and attractive spaces, giving a warm and inviting atmosphere to any place.

www.arturo-alvarez.com

---

**kiss lips** Heller for Studio 65

Sit pretty and pout with perfection on this sweet one-seater. Made from soft resin, it’s ideal for indoor, outdoor, residential and institutional use.

www.highbrowfurniture.com

---

**dc280** Ceccotti Collezioni

Lounge at length on this long multi-seat sofa with structure in wood made from non-deformable polyurethane padding and protective cover in polyester fibres.

www.ceccotti.it

---

**mellow** André Lawrence for Metropolitan Closet Company

Bookcase free standing with shelvings spaced specially for folders and magazines, as well as CDs and DVDs. Size: 147 cm x 147 cm.

www.metrocloset.com

www.andrewlawrenceamerica.com
le cube  Nespresso
Proving it's 'hip to think square', this edgy, pure, minimalist coffee machine is guaranteed to arouse the senses. Its cubed architectural shape is available in any colour you like – as long as it's red.

www.nespresso.com

caboche tavolo  Foscarini
Designed by Patricia Urquiola and Eliana Gerotto, these transparent globe table lamps are made of polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) in white matt glass offering direct upward and downward light projection and diffusion.

www.foscarini.com

winepocket  Josh Jakus
A communion between bottle and bag reduces the amount of material and labour required to protect wine during transit. Stores flat then expands to fit most bottles, the opening also functions as a handle.

www.joshjakus.com

blow up  Fratelli Campana for Alessi
Read between the lines and make this steel chrome-plated magazine holder the centrepiece of your home accessories.

www.alessi.com

console table  Danny Lane & Ron Arad
This one-off piece made of aluminium and broken glass is an extremely popular item by an extremely popular design duo using intelligent materials, tools and production methods out of science fiction.

www.dorotheum.com

magino  Karim Rashid
Available in clear and smoked, this acrylic stool with integrated magazine rack makes a great side table and is a perfect example of how Rashid's unique and innovative perspective is changing the design world.

www.umbra.com
...and its tangled web of technologies is wiring its way to you right now...

**eCulture:** the mediation of cultural expressions, knowledge and experiences across digital media – the interface between arts, culture and digital technology
A new breed of internet personalities born and bred online are the defining faces of culture today and there’ll be new ones tomorrow, you watch. Self-indulgent pseudo-hippy chicks including Lindsay Lohan and Cory Kennedy are making names and bags of dosh for themselves with just a pretty face, webcam and the obligatory MySpace personal web presence. The result? A crossover of virtually every type of media reporting their every move, picking up where Big Brother and copycat reality TV shows left off.

During the dark days of the “digital divide” – long before every home had a satellite receiver and before hustlers sold dodgy DVDs on every street corner – public sector organisations were keen to develop eCulture and the creative industries as services outdid manufacturing and science, telecommunications and informatics took their place. Their take revolved around stimulating economic prosperity, strengthening social cohesion and promoting regional identity.

But it was too little, too late as we ordinary people took to shaping online culture for ourselves. As our diverse communities define and embrace the technologies that affect us, it’s inevitable that the technologies will reflect our distinguishing characteristics – our culture.

Using open source systems like Linux, software programmes and languages including XML, Flash and JavaScript, and backed up by powerful global servers, everyone from wizard web designers, developers, content writers and digital artists to IT-competent school kids started broadcasting their own photos and video clips in online galleries, posting blogs about every possible subject and making journalists, instant photographers and media junkies out of us all.

Which explains the huge impact of online social forums, virtual communities and culture-specific peer-to-peer file sharing networks like YouTube (“Broadcast Yourself” on nine localised websites around the world), MySpace (“a place for friends” with over 200,000 new registrations every day), Flickr (“Share your photos. Watch the World” with 1,500+ photos uploaded every minute), Facebook (“A social utility that connects you with the people around you”) and eMule (24 web languages offering video streaming and up to 1,200 keyword search hits from local servers). Fed up with real life? Step into Second Life: “A 3D online digital world imagined, created and owned by its [7,900,000] residents” with avatars representing the real you in the virtual world.

Even that bastion of British broadcasting, the BBC, has CLICK, its weekly updates on the latest eCultural developments. And along with Google and Yahoo, we turn to the indispensable Wikipedia as our prime source of online information, its beauty being that it’s written “by the people for the people”. Real time online courses allow us to learn at our own pace, while the growth of e-publishing and e-books are the real future of books as we adapt our ways of consuming knowledge and digesting information.

The internet is such a mighty powerful force that citizens in some countries are deprived of fully participating in the eCultural reVolution. China is a noted culprit – its government banning certain sites outright and restricting access to those that don’t send out the ‘proper’ political message.
Even 107-year-old Australian, Olive Riley – the world’s oldest blogger – is tapping away in an ageless, boundary-free eCultural context, and in Britain at least, no Member of Parliament worth their soundbyte is without their own website or blogspot as the most effective way of reaching out to their constituents.
plot your future

Carriagento Estates, the land and self-build specialist, can save you up to 50% of the cost of purchasing a new or resale villa. We will locate the perfect plot and help you to design, finance and build your dream home in one of the premier developments in Europe.

Prices start from £250,000 for villa plots offering stunning sea, golf and mountain views.

tel: 0034 952 810 868 or 0034 952 778 244 • UK local rate: 0845 094 1168
info@carrington-estates.com • www.carrington-estates.com
BREAD & BUTTER FASHION SHOW

Fornarina
Billed as Europe's biggest contemporary fashion tradeshow, Bread & Butter Barcelona brings together urban fashion, street culture, glamour, music and fun in Spain's most cosmopolitan, modern and open city, where young talents and established designers seamlessly unite to display the latest samples of their work to national and international retail buyers.

This isn't a generalist fashion event, but a highly specialist, high quality forum for selected brands with one clear mission: to present progressive, contemporary clothing culture from visionaries who've identified market needs and put them into action – often with unorthodox solutions. Visitors fell into three main categories: businessmen and women avidly searching for new products for their multi-brand stores; people searching for ideas to open new stores; and, of course, trend-hunters on the look out for the next big thing.

This latest event took place during 4-6 July, welcoming over 91,000 trade visitors from all over the world to the Catalan capital. A full house and a 10% increase in last year's visitor numbers – everywhere you looked there were smiling faces and you'll be smiling too when you see the range of dynamic designs and latest trends that cropped up in denim wear, footwear, sports gear and accessories from names including G-Star (“the Kings of denim”), Replay, Freesite and 7 For All Mankind.

Professing sensitivity and passion for the culture in which they're most at home, this is where business meets pleasure as deals are done, contracts are signed and distribution outlets agreed – then it was on to the equally important business of the day: the many parties around the city, live concerts, mini art exhibitions, gastronomic tastings and mass fashion festivals in which designers, actors and models all took part. “Fun and business” was, after all, the slogan for the fair.

Pepe Jeans reportedly turned Barcelona's Montjuic Tower pavilion into a dreamlike setting for one of the best evenings the city's ever seen. The party continued with Custo Barcelona's event on Forum beach to the sounds of international Superstar dance DJ, Erick Morillo. Sybilla's latest line Jocomomola also presented its first swimwear collection with a party at Port Forum where the catamaran Oceana was moored. 50 parties, intense public participation and the growing interest in this event ensures that Barcelona will be home to this fashion movement for many more catwalks shows to come.

And as the organisser's are keen to remind us, the event's core statement is about community – people from different cultures coming together in the spirit of the fair, living, working and sharing their experiences. Staff, labels, brands, designers, visitors and press are all part of the Bread & Butter Community. Roll on January Barcelona 2008...
Known for their innovative and edgy style, G-Star push the boundaries in the world of denim. The rough, rudimentary and raw characteristics of the brand allow it to maintain its distinctive and unorthodox style. Futuristic and cautious. Far-reaching and experimental. Alternative and traditional. They’re about making eccentric combinations and maintaining authenticity. And it doesn’t get more authentic than Bread & Butter Barcelona.

FD Moda
Portuguese fashion house FD Moda have been at the forefront of innovations in high technology fabrics since 1999. With their social responsibility and ethical values, the key to their fashion focus is on making sweaters for men, women, young children and babies, always using quality raw materials and still making manual cuts in their handling of more delicate pieces. You can almost see and feel the delicacy of their work in this exciting Bread & Bread collection. Viva FModa!
Diseño Earle = service + professionalism design

The logical choice for design and build company.

ARCHITECTURE & CONSTRUCTION

WWW.D-EARLE.COM TEL. 952 47 22 38
Karim Rashid

The colourful character in the crisp white suit

Karim debuted ‘The Hotel of the Present-Future’ at The Hotel Show in Dubai just this June. His philosophy for the concept room congealed the functions of a hotel room – lounging, working, sleeping – into one high gloss, blue, fibreglass piece of furniture. “The hotel room has a flowing technorganic feeling because technology is fluid and we are organic. The language is a play on a new digital aesthetic that I call Infosthetics,” Karim says of his creation. “We should live in a soft, engaging and inspiring place.” According to Rashid, ‘new luxury’ in the hotel sector includes a radical departure from the traditional check-in process, rooms that can be customised through technology for individual guests, ‘plug in and play’-style ease of use, and connectivity to the world outside the hotel room.

Karim’s kreations: his Konstruk bathroom made from recyclable plastic mouldings blend Ease, Beauty and Functionality. The idealised room has a rubber bath, watertight floors and walls with no hard edges or sharp corners. All the bathroom’s functions are automatic with no hand contact for hygiene, so there are colour coded toilets and sink units and in this ‘smart’ bathroom you can analyse your health and fitness levels, receiving digital feedback on your weight and appearance. The shower unit incorporates a highly efficient waterfall shower, providing a truly refreshing shower experience while not wasting any water.
This prolific designer has had 2,000 designs put into production and currently has 85 projects underway in 30 countries, so when he makes forecasts on future trends, rest assured that he knows what he’s talking about. His portfolio covers everything from breath-taking bar, restaurant, club, store and hotel layouts to carpets, coffee tables, stools, alarm clocks, lamps, candlestick holders and cosmetic packaging, designed exclusively for brands such as Sony, Citibank, Issey Miyake and Tommy Hilfiger. You know Rashid’s touch has been added to any outlet or product as his simplistic styling oozes from each and every one – understated and punchy at the same time.
"Think pink" could be Rashid’s motto – shocking pink, playful baby pinks and lilac pinks appear frequently in his work, while his colourful personality comes out in lemon-skin yellow fabrics, sea greens, turquoise greens, lime greens, electric blues contrasting and complementing sky blues, and lots of ultra-violet, neon, halogen and florescent – the rainbow’s spectrum found in his lighting strips show how much this guy likes playing with light. Who else could have come up with glow in the dark bathroom tiles to provide guidance during the night? Function and fun by the bucketload.

Born in Cairo, Egypt in 1960, Rashid received his Bachelor of Industrial Design in 1982 from Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada before going on to open his design practice in New York in 1993 where he continues to live. With a plethora of international exhibitions and design awards to his name, Rashid’s marble mantelpiece must be groaning under the strain – this year alone he’s landed the titles Product Design Finalist at the Cooper Hewitt National Design Awards; ADEX Award for Design Excellence for his Nienkamper Kloud Collection; two Red Dot distinctions for high design quality for his Magpie Tantalus Bottle Opener and KenzoAmour; he’s been inducted by LaCie Skwarit into the permanent collection of the Centre Pompidou in Paris; he’s won EXTRACTS Best New Product Award for Sexy Beast and the iF Product Design Award for his LaCie Skwarit. Need we go on?...

When he’s not picking up a rash of awards, Karim is developing more new products, meeting every possible need and desire for the modern home. Just a peek reveals a series of cone-shaped Dirt Devil vacuum cleaners designed to make daily dusting a joy; soft, squashable sofa seats you simply want to be swallowed up in; groovy garden furniture in white or bright colours; his Gaia&Gino ceramic creamy white coffee set is such a distinctive display piece and work of art in itself yet you can actually hold onto its comfortable handles and enjoy your caffeine fix. He even hatched onto the idea of designing a clever egg-timer!

Turning to interior furniture, his multi-angled origami-inspired Bonaldo chairs come in five lolly-licking colours and his four-leaf-clover-type adjustable Quadro coffee tables are available in equally cute colours. Heading to the bedroom, his Horn Tide drawer features deceptively virtual lines which seem to tease and play with the light, while other wardrobes are embossed with beautiful patterns.

You have to marvel at his Martinelli door handles featuring different coatings for a smooth or textured grip with shiny, matt, lilac or gold-plated colours and finishes. And if you see what he’s done to raise the profile of the humble coat-hook: illuminated Unikorn door-hangers are truly baffling for the level of design detail they hold.
transforming a mundane domestic item into a marketable must-have and making the tried and trusted clothes horse more or less redundant.

Other new products include cosmetic packaging for Isa Knox where Rashid has made more advances in packaging technology than any other designer. And along with his design for Melissa Dynamik rubber shoes and chewing-gum pink kids' digital wrist watch, it's obvious there are no items in this world that Karim cannot turn his multi-talented hands to. ...With the overriding candy store feel about his work, it's no surprise that yet another departure into packaging design sees him launching Oblique record sleeves and CD cases – check out the sounds for the sweetest tunes you're likely to hear for a long time!
KONSTRUK. Fira de Barcelona's International Construction Show sets the stage for Karim's latest kreation.
He’s done it all!
From head to toe with the rainbow as his palette, Rashid’s
utilities stretch the imagination – tangible, functional and very,
very collectable...

Head to Toe
Sceye Kar X-ray Specs
Dirt Devil Hot Pink Kone
Left & Right-leaning Zanotta Koochy Sofas
Normann Orgo Illuminating Coat Hanger
Lisa Knox Cellience Serum
Nienkamper Serpentine Sofa
Method Omop & Handle Extensions
Melissa Dynamic Rubber Footwear

Right Hand
Martinelli Sike Door Handles (various colours and finishes)
Melissa Watch Digital Pink Pendulum

Left Hand
Martinelli Fluke Door Handles (various colours and finishes)
Normann Egg-Time On His Hands
Salonia Muebles y Decoración  Avda. de Velázquez 117 Local 7 29004 Málaga
Teléfono: +34 952 177 437   www.salonia.es   Email: info@salonia.es

*Salonia store designed and constructed by Diseño Earle
Interview with

ZENA HOLLOWAY

LONDON-BASED ZENA HOLLOWAY, 33, HAS THE MUCH Sought-After JOB OF UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHER AND DIRECTOR. AT 18 SHE SIGNED UP FOR A SCUBA DIVING HOLIDAY IN EGYPT FOR TWO WEEKS, FORFEITED UNIVERSITY AND RETURNED HOME TO THE UK THREE YEARS LATER HAVING TRAVELLED THE WORLD WORKING AS A DIVING INSTRUCTOR. SINCE 1995 ZENA HAS STUBBORNLY PURSUED HER INTEREST IN UNDERWATER PHOTOGRAPHY. SELF-TAUGHT, SHE HAS DEVELOPED A UNIQUE STYLE AND IS LUCKY ENOUGH TO BE REGULARLY COMMISSIONED BY ADVERTISING AGENCIES FOR COMMERCIALS AND CAMPAIGNS. RECENT JOBS HAVE INCLUDED FILMING BURIED TREASURE AND SKELETONS IN URUGUAY, GREAT WHITE SHARKS IN SOUTH AFRICA, OCTOPUS IN ZANZIBAR AND SWIMMING WITH HORSES IN THE CARIBBEAN. ZENA’S COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY CAN BE FOUND AT WWW.ZENA.HOLLOWAY.COM
What led to your ‘big break’ using this photographic technique?
I don’t think there really has been a ‘big break.’ My progression has been a steady road and as my experience grows I get better and more prepared for the next challenge.

Why are your images semi-erotic or romantic?
I just shoot what moves me. When I’m underwater I feel like I’m surrounded by infinite and undefined opportunities. It might be the way the light moves along the surface of the water or the moment that a bubble passes through shot.

Any regrets giving up university?
Absolutely none.

Who/what inspires your creativity?
Just about everything.

Any scary moments shooting underwater?
It generally takes quite a lot to spook me underwater. I’ve spent so much time beneath the surface that it’s as natural to me as taking a walk in the park. However filming a large dead great white shark hanging in a shark net off the coast of South Africa gave me the willies. The water was green, murky and I was on the wrong side of the shark net diving solo except for some very vicious jellies.

Have you been compared to Jacques-Yves Cousteau?
Cousteau was mainly an explorer which is a little different to what I do, but it would have been fun to have been the first person to visit all those virginal locations. The impact that divers are having around the world has caused much of the existing reef life to be destroyed.

Any personal comment on “The Big Blue” by Luc Besson?
A fabulous film – Freedivers are a unique breed and absolutely wonderful to photograph.

What are your favourite colours?
Right now I’m into anything but blue.

Who is your favourite designer/architect?
Arne Jacobsen.

What was the last movie you saw/book you read?
I have a 4-year-old and a 5-month-old so unfortunately I don’t get a lot of time for either. However I’m half way through John McEnroe’s autobiography ‘Serious’ which is very good.

Raw or cooked?
Cooked.

Any message you’d like to convey to our readers?
Enjoy.
67 SUNREEF POWER

What more can you ask for?

3000 nm range
35 knots max speed
180 sqm living space
50 sqm flybridge
Stability

SUNREEF YACHTS
Luxury yacht building

www.sunreef-yachts.com | info@sunreef-yachts.com
NAUTICAL NORMAN
WHIZZING AROUND THE MED IN THE FOSTER-DESIGNED SUPERYACHT

Three cheers to Sir Norman Foster for going one step further than any other architect and designing, wait for it...luxury yachts - an unlikely project for his profession but one he stepped up to with relish. As Lord Foster of Thames Bank, the River Thames plays a large part in Foster's professional life: it's the location for Foster + Partners' riverside offices and as the designer behind the Millennium Pedestrian Bridge linking Saint Paul's Cathedral with the Tate Gallery of Modern Art, the starchitect has been angling to show us more of his nautical nature.

Among the applause generated by his burgeoning list of assignments are his forays into the luxury yachting world - his success creating a series of deck-like viewing terraces at The Yacht Club de Monaco leading to an unusual commission to design an initial 10 luxury yachts by the new UK-based luxury club YachtPlus for its fractionally-owned fleet of contemporary luxury yachts.

The YachtPlus 40 Signature Series are a fleet of 131 foot (40 metre) luxury powerboats making a big splash in seaborne circles at a cool 14 million euros each. With up to eight owners per vessel, the ultra-modern motor-yachts will be made in aluminium alloy with a composite superstructure, with 'light, modern and warm' interiors. Each has four decks, four guest cabins and full beam owner's cabin, not to mention a submersible beach deck and large glassed-in saloon area offering 180 degree views. The first yacht is set to sail the Mediterranean and Caribbean next year with owners enjoying up to 5 weeks a year in the ultimate lap of luxury. Foster was attracted to the fractional concept because it facilitates year-round use of the yacht and was 'an invitation to think freshly the concept of a 40-metre luxury yacht from a broad brush strategy down to the smallest detail.'
Swedish & Russian art exposition
Paintings by Natalia Pietsch & Johan Wahlstrom
till 15/8/07
Club de Mar Gallery, Marbella.
www.artenata.eu
Tel: 663 653 419

Global Cities
Looking at the changing faces of 10 dynamic international cities from Cairo to Tokyo as seen through the eyes of leading architects and artists.
till 27/8/07
Tate Gallery of Modern Art (UK)
www.tate.org.uk
Tel: +44 (0)207 887 8888

Future City
Tracing the history and development of international experimental architecture since 1950, from Archigram to Zaha Hadid
till 17/9/07
Barbican Centre, London
www.barbican.org.uk
Tel: 44 (0)20 7638 4141

The best of photography & film from George Eastman House Collection
150-work exhibition presents popular and recognised works from the history of photography.
till 16/9/07
George Eastman House, USA
www.eastmanhouse.org
Tel: 585 271 3361

AUGUST 2007 EVENTS
Richard Serra Sculptures: forty years
Presentations from the artist's early experiments with rubber, neon and lead to monumental late-career pieces and three new works
till 10/9/07
Museum of Modern Art, NY
www.moma.org
Tel 212 708 9400

Dwell on design: building community in the modern world
Showcasing the best products and services inspired by modern design by publishers of the self-proclaimed bible of modern art and architecture
September 14 - 16, 2007
San Francisco Concourse Exhibition Center
www.dwell.com
Tel 415 373 521

4th Archfestival
Renzo Piano hosts a Building Workshop. The Invisible City casting his urban vision on Paris, New York, Genoa and Milan
till 16/9/07
Palazzo dell’Arte, Triennale di Milano
www.triennale.it
Tel 39 02 724341

Le Corbusier: the art of architecture
450+ original drawings, models, sculptures, furniture and interiors demonstrating the power of Le Corbusier
4th 2/9/07
Netherlands Architecture Institute
www.nai.nl
Tel 31(0)10 4401200

London Design festival
Lots of festival projects in 150+ venues across London
15-25/9/07
www.londondesignfestival.com

Archiblog
Diseño Earle’s Director Michael Earle airs his thoughts on modern architecture, design and construction.
Whenever you want to read it!
www.d-earle.com
Launch party June 29, 2007

MODERN DESIGN magazine

We would like to thank everyone who has contributed to the successful launch of our magazine and for joining us in our continued success.
**Theory Hazit**

Extra Credit

This deeply religious MC does street wisdom with a thoughtful moral dimension - but don’t let that put you off! The beats produced by Hazit and a diverse international team including Tony Stone, Just Mac and ReFlex The Architect match hip-hop history with modern rap, turning ‘prostitutes into preachers’ through songs of praise and stomping Amen breaks delivered with brains and power.

---

**Gogol Bordello**

Super Taranta

With traditional Eastern European gypsy music increasingly prominent on the US alternative rock scene, the most fun act of this genre is New York’s hugely entertaining ‘gypsy punk’ Gogol Bordello, winners of this year’s Radio & Award For World Music in the Americas category. A huge hit on the UK festival scene, whisking audiences into a frenzy with whirling dervish fiddles and accordions, Clash-like guitar riffs and leader Hütz’s incendiary stage presence, this, their 4th album, is a real blast.

---

**Shellac**

Excellent Italian Greyhound

The first release in seven years for the indie-rock trio of super-producer Steve Albini (guitar), Todd Trainer (drums) and Bob Weston (bass) but their sound remains unmistakably Shellac: gutural, sarcastic and chock-full of anger. Anyone who professes to be a serious music fan without having spent quality time listening to their albums should be forced to familiarise themselves immediately.

---

**Justice**

Cross

The funky electro French duo known for remixing the likes of Devo and Franz Ferdinand emerge with their debut album and dead good dance stuff it is. Loud, restless and daring, it’s a creative tour de force for the children of acid house - a killer party record bouncing out of the speakers so forcefully that the moments when the sound leads into its trademark elastic groove become utterly addictive. One for me please.

---

**Austin City Limits Music Festival**

Sept 14-16 2007, Zilker Park, Austin, Texas

Great Music. No Limits. 3 days, 8 stages and 100 bands – why, it must be the ACL Music Fest! Billed as “one of the greatest and most affordable music experiences in the world”, Texas US hosts an award-winning series spotlighting artists of every musical genre from R’n’B to rock, jazz to alternative and has been playing to packed stages of all ages, colours and creeds for over 30 years (how long?!), getting bigger and better every year. Single day passes to fun-filled 3-day travel packages are available but hurry, tickets are drying up so go straight to www.aclfestival.com for full details and bookings.

---

**Cardboard “sound box”**

Frank Gehry manipulated it for his ‘Easy Edges Wiggle Chair’, now architects are shaping sound spaces out of it – corrugated cardboard that is. With its unique physical consistency, axial strength and deadening acoustic absorption, the design concept for this “sound box” came from the architect’s ambition to create a strong spatial intensity and distinct internal atmosphere. Now listen up here: it’s set within a 2.5m cube and made from 720 half square sheets of 7mm thick corrugated cardboard stacked in 360 layers and even more amazing is that it sits under its own dead weight without any fixings or glue – just don’t spill any water on it!
Details in Contemporary Architecture

Authors: Christine Killory & Rene Davids
Publisher: Princeton Architectural Press
Price: £17.00

Through case studies of recent work by Herzog & de Meuron, Morphosis, ShoP and other prominent architects, this book demonstrates how complicated design problems have been solved with details – both common and exotic – to achieve beautiful, functional, innovative, sustainable and economic results.

The Problem of the House: French Domestic Life and the Rise of Modern Architecture

Author: Alex T. Anderson
Publisher: University of Washington Press
Price: £25.00

“The problem of the house is a problem of the epoch” stated Swiss architect Le Corbusier; architecture, he felt, should focus on everyday life and produce housing that is “made for living in”. This book explores the work of a group of like-minded designers in France who committed themselves to designing and equipping the modern house. The author traces the development of the early modern architects who, influenced by cubism and art nouveau, established architecture as a human-centred art.

CINEMA NEWS

Big screen ads are set to get even bigger...
Innovations and new campaign tactics focusing on cinema advertising were top of the agenda at the 54th Cannes Lions International Advertising Festival in June. According to the Screen Advertising World Association, new technologies on and off the big screen have cemented cinema advertising’s position as the medium with the highest impact and recall rate, so expect to be bombarded with more full frontal commercial imagery flogging everything under the sun as SAWA steps up its campaign aimed at grabbing and holding our attention spans for ever longer periods…
**Portable notebook cooler**

Due to the heat generated by the long hours we use our laptops, this base cooling unit functions by means of two fans to reduce the temperature of both the machine and the desk. Emitting minimal noise and connected via USB, it works with any notebook size.

[www.antec.com](http://www.antec.com)

---

**Nixon Lodown surf watch**

The Nixon Lodown has 15 years worth of preprogrammed tidal info for 200 beaches all over the world. Right at your wrist you can monitor the height of the waves, and don't be afraid to jump right in when the surf looks good.

[www.nixonnow.com](http://www.nixonnow.com)

---

**Digital dummies**

The book company behind the 'For Dummies' series is launching a GPS unit in the US boasting the 'World's User-Friendliest Interface'. While it's fairly standard looking, it also acts as an MP3 player and eBook reader.

[www.asus.com](http://www.asus.com)

---

**Samsonite's skinny suitcase**

Extrovert British fashion designer Alexander McQueen came up with this 20 inch Hero Skeleton Suitcase based on the human ribcage – it's a dead cert it'll have heads turning in the departure lounge!

[www.samsonite.com](http://www.samsonite.com)

---

**DVD copying ban on the way**

DVD copiers listen up: plans are afoot to ban ALL DVD back-ups and stop playback of movies in PCs or players without the original DVD in the drive. Due to come into force in 18 months, we'll have moved to “backing up” HD movies anyway so as an anti-piracy move it's about five years too late. Ha!

[www.dvdcca.org](http://www.dvdcca.org)

---

**LED Art Fan**

This cool LED Art Fan shows the temperature and weird colour patterns and lets you store up to 128 colorful frames in its built-in SMB memory. Using a serial port connected to an infra-red transmitter, it sends files to the fan on any Windows-enabled PC. Fan-tastic!

[www.thinkgeek.com](http://www.thinkgeek.com)
DataGlass
Head-Mounted Video

Always ahead of the technology game, this Japanese video display unit can be connected to a notebook or video output via USB, virtually giving you the experience of having a 14" monitor right in front of you from a distance of 2 feet.

www.shimadzu.com

Good vibrations

University of Southampton Scientists in the UK have created a free-energy generator that makes enough electrical current to power sensors and small machines.

www.soton.ac.uk

Panasonic’s
Art Nouveau phone

This sleek, curvy hand job really is great looking – and apparently serves a functional purpose as a phone too. It’s just a design concept at the moment, dreamt up by some smart college kid in Illinois, US but it’s got everybody talking, enquiring if it’ll be OK to call friends whose digits include 8, 9 and 0, is it for you-hoo?

www.panasonic.com

Know your limit!!!

Before getting behind the wheel, put this Alcohol Breath Test Pen to the test so you don’t compromise your safety or anyone else’s. To check your blood alcohol level, just blow into it for a few secs and if the LED light glows green, you’re good to go, if it’s red call a cab. Simple.

www.boysstuff.co.uk

Fun flip universal remote

Taking its design inspiration from a clamshell, this handset functions as the perfect universal remote around the home and supports TVs, VCRs, DVDs, VCDs, HDTV’s, satellite and cable.

www.jascoproducts.com
WATER WAYS

AN IN-DEPTH LOOK AT NATURE’S LIQUID GOLD

Lovely stuff, water. But with bottled mineral water increasingly seen as a simple indulgence, why do we keep buying it when our governments tell us tap water’s perfectly safe to drink? And when, worldwide, nearly 90% of plastic mineral water bottles aren’t recycled, winding up in landfill sites taking 1000s of years to decompose?

In Spain and other large land mass countries water supply and consumption are perpetual problems for politicians and hot topics of conversation among increasingly environmentally-conscious consumers. Greenpeace calls bottled water “the most unenvironmentally friendly substance of all” and last month, Treehugger (the Union of Concerned Scientists) urged us to wake up to the fact that in the US alone, they’re moving 1 billion bottles of water around each week by ship, trains and trucks. No wonder some countries are on the brink of banning bottled waters altogether.

We may be paying more for bottled water than for petrol but the world’s most expensive mineral water, Kona Nigari, sells for a cool $33.50 for 2 ounces ($2.14 per gallon if you do the maths). Sourced off the coast of Hawaii, it’s a seawater mineral concentrate you mix with regular water and it’s big in Japan, shipping in 80,000 bottles a day to slake the nation’s thirst, seemingly based on beneficial health claims of which none have yet been medically proven. And at $40 a bottle, Bing H2O is marketed as “pop-culture in a bottle” with Hollywood celebrities (who else?) going overboard to be seen sipping its costly contents while making a definitive style statement. Bottled at source in Dandridge, Tennessee, US, it comes in “Limited Edition, corked, 750ml, Swarovski Crystals” and has been labelled “water for idiots” by critics.

But while environmentalists are telling us bottled mineral waters are no healthier than tap water, claims of cancer fighting properties are made by Deeside Mineral Water in Balmoral, Scotland. Scientists who’ve tested it against tap water claim it slows the growth of cancerous cells but the downside is it needs to be drunk daily in large quantities for weeks on end to show continued benefits.

So with the health benefits largely unproven, manufacturers are inventing new ways to convince us to keep buying. Hoping to steal a march on Perrier, Fiancé’s Badoit natural spring water recently ran a TV ad campaign showing dinner party guests ditching full-size French wines and happily imbibing bottles of sparkling Badoit instead – then intoxicated by its instant fizz, they’re all up dancing round the room, round the garden, on the roof, in the pool...the message clearly being that their mineral water is all you need to have fun.

Yet the tide is turning and the stigma of ordering tap water in bars and restaurants seems to ebbing away, giving wave to enlightened drinkers comfortable to shake off denigrating looks and brazenly drinking tap water in public – speaking volumes about the impact environmental concerns are having on our behaviour. A new initiative by a leading New York restaurant offers diners free carafes of still or sparkling filtered tap water, fizzed up by a soda-fountain-style carbonating machine and it’s going down well with its patrons.

But there’s still a way to go. As we freely drink, swim and shower in this precious natural element, we’re reminded of what former US President Franklin D Roosevelt once said: “We think of our land and water and human resources not as static and sterile possessions but as life-giving assets to be directed by wise provisions for future days.” Let’s heed his prophetic words – our futures dependent on it.

Text: Chris Dove

In sweet water there is a pleasure ungrudging by anyone.

Ovid – Roman poet in 1st AD
FUSION
RESTAURANT . LOUNGE

Innovative food served from early morning until late at night

952 839 910  info@fusion.es

FUSION FOOD  FUSION COCKTAILS  FUSION DELIGHTS

We are located at the exit to Urb. El Rosario
(in front of Las Chapas school) Marbella
WATER WORLD

SHAPE SHANGHAI’S FUTURE: A PROJECTION OF SONGJANG HOTEL, CHINA

THIS IS A COMPUTER IMAGE OF WHAT SHANGHAI’S SONGJANG HOTEL IN CHINA WILL LOOK LIKE WHEN IT’S COMPLETED IN MAY 2019. IMPRESSIVE, HUH? THE SONGJANG DISTRICT IS RENOWN FOR ITS NATURAL BEAUTY AND SPRAWLING LANDSCAPES AND IS ALREADY A MAGNET FOR WEEKEND TOURISTS – THE ADDITION OF A 400-BED LUXURY RESORT LOCATED IN A 100-METRE DEEP QUARRY WILL BE ITS NEWEST AND GREENEST ATTRACTION. DESIGNED BY UK ARCHITECTS ATKINS, THE “QUARRY HOTEL” WILL CONTAIN RESTAURANTS, CAFÉS, SPORTS FACILITIES, CONFERENCE ROOMS FOR UP TO 1,000 PEOPLE, A BANQUETING CENTRE, UNDERWATER GUESTROOMS AND PUBLIC AREAS. WATER WILL NATURALLY PLAY A KEY ROLE IN ITS DESIGN WITH MANY OF THE HOTEL’S FEATURES BASED AROUND IT: WATERFALLS, AQUARIUMS AND GREEN AREAS DESIGNED TO MATCH THE EXISTING QUARRY FACE. THE ENTIRE HOTEL WILL BE COVERED IN A GREEN ROOF WHILE THE SUSTAINABLE BUILDING WILL USE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY FOR ITS ELECTRICITY AND HEATING. THE QUARRY ITSELF PROVIDING A GOOD SOURCE OF HEAT CONTROL AND SHELTER FROM THE ENVIRONMENT. LONG GONE ARE THE CHILLING TALES OF CHINESE WATER TORTURE – WE’RE NOW WAITING WITH BATED BREATH FOR CHINESE WATER PLEASURES TO BEGIN.

Photo: Courtesy of Atkins Architects
1. [HTTP://WWW.CLACEFA.COM](HTTP://WWW.CLACEFA.COM)
Claceas infuses water with vitamins and electrolytes. This ecosystem site captures the personality and fun of each product as well as the art and science of water.

2. [HTTP://WWW.GETTHEMESSAGE.NET](HTTP://WWW.GETTHEMESSAGE.NET)
Let the Royal Navy deliver a message to your friends using one of five delivery scenarios: driver, fast jet pilot, helicopter pilot, submariner or Royal Marines commando.

3. [HTTP://WWW.BATTLEFORTHEBRONCHS.COM](HTTP://WWW.BATTLEFORTHEBRONCHS.COM)
The Airforce and Trigger gang fight it out for control of the Bronchs in an interactive video comic. Who will have ultimate control? Ultimately you decide.

4. [HTTP://WWW.KOENDMUYNK.COM](HTTP://WWW.KOENDMUYNK.COM)
The online portfolio for advertising photographer Koen Demuyck has a playful navigation and contains fresh images that bring a smile to your face.

5. [HTTP://WWW.SAVETHEMONKEYS.NET](HTTP://WWW.SAVETHEMONKEYS.NET)
"In order to save the world from total extinction, we have to prevent mankind from stealing bananas from the monkeys..."

6. [HTTP://WWW.KINDNESSANDHUMILITY.COM](HTTP://WWW.KINDNESSANDHUMILITY.COM)
Spicebox is inspired gift-giving, creating collections of unique personalised items designed for all ages and lifestyles.

7. [HTTP://WWW.ENVIGA.COM](HTTP://WWW.ENVIGA.COM)
The first sparkling green tea beverage that's proven to burn calories by simply drinking. Be positive. Drink negative.

8. [HTTP://WWW.D-EARLE.COM](HTTP://WWW.D-EARLE.COM)
The superior architects’ firm behind this brilliant magazine: Go on, admit it – you love it and you’ll love what we can do when it comes to designing and building your villa, apartment, pool, etc...

9. [HTTP://WWW.HBOVOYEUR.COM](HTTP://WWW.HBOVOYEUR.COM)
HBO offers you a glimpse into the apartments of everyday New Yorkers. Put away your binoculars and watch this instead.

10. [HTTP://INTRANET.FIRSTBORNEMULTIMEDIA.COM](HTTP://INTRANET.FIRSTBORNEMULTIMEDIA.COM)
La Meridien’s Virtual Showroom demonstrates how their rooms, furniture and fixtures are designed.

---

**BORA BORA**

See the unparalleled natural beauty of the Four Seasons Private Residences Bora Bora project in Tahiti. Offering a warm welcome to the island Neighbourhood, one click takes you on a soothing, realistic boat trip passing beautiful beaches, stunning scenery and exotic, happy people...then into your private jet for an aerial tour over lush green mountains before a sunset stroll - ahhh, the dream: Escape. Enjoy. Believe.

Visit: [HTTP://WWW.SHOWMETO.COM](HTTP://WWW.SHOWMETO.COM)
An ancient Japanese proverb says: "If you meet a person that is able to make many items of different shape by folding up simple sheets of paper, don’t think it is trivial, but try to learn."

The “first wave” of digital architecture hit the world in the mid nineties. 90% of all final projects at my faculty were hand-drafted on tracing paper and made out of balsa wood. Three years later, for my masters project, 90% of my fellow projects were digital. The digital revolution happened fast. However, with this first wave, there was no gravity - nothing for the senses and very little constraints. Thus architecture divided between the digital visionaries and the ‘real’ architects who build. In today’s second wave ‘the digital’ enables us to conceptualise and build in an entirely different fashion. The computer now enables that which divided us: to build stuff.
The Stuttgart Mercedes-Benz museum for example isn’t based on elevations and plans, but 3D spatial experiences. It was conceived 3-dimensionally through movement and not in elevation, plan and section. Such skills at the interface of digital (or hybrid) design and manufacturing are what we want to teach the future generations of architecture. And we want to make them experience it. The digital masterclass program at UTS under Anthony Burke has been doing that for several years now and in the tradition of inviting guest lecturers for short but highly intensive masterclasses, this year they invited me.

In this year’s masterclass we didn’t just want to see another crazy flythrough or rendering. We wanted to realize concepts. We asked the students to study and research current trends in parametric modelling, digital fabrication and material-science and apply this knowledge to a space-filling installation. The aim was to test the fitness of a particular module copied from nature to generate architectural space, with the assumption that the intelligence of the smallest unit dictates the intelligence of the overall system. Ecosystems such as reefs act as a metaphor for an architecture where the individual components interact in symbiosis to create an environment. In urban terms, the smallest homes, the spaces they create, and the energy they use, the heat and moisture they absorb multiply into a bigger organisational system whose sustainability depends on their intelligence.

Out of 3,500 recycled cardboard molecules of only two different shapes, the students have created a mindblowing reinterpretation of the traditional concept of space. The pain and pleasure to face practical problems (including gravity) translates in such a dynamic that the project has already exceeded all expectations. At the time of writing, 25 young architects climb upside down through the art-gallery, enthusiastically exploring the Cartesian space and interpreting their own 3D drawing into real, 3D and physical space. Isn’t that what architects do?

Utilitas, firmitas, venustas, digitalitas. Hey Vitruvius, you didn’t tell us about this one!
Always looking for ways to alter traditional photographic formats, prestigious Spanish artist Daniel Canogar submerges the spectator into his images to investigate how identity is altered by the spectacle of space. Paying homage to the Phantasmagoria created by Belgian scientist Robertson, who used magic lanterns to project spectral images of bodies and creating a proto-cinematographic spectacle that captivated European audiences, Canogar substitutes fibre optic cables for magic lanterns, updating the notion of the technological phantom so instead of being a passive spectator, the viewer activates the installation by covering and uncovering images while walking through the exhibition, becoming a moving screen but also discovering his/her shadow when their body interrupts the projections.

Canogar’s installation is showing at CAC Málaga until August 26th.
Web: www.cacmalaga.org
Email: cacmalaga@cacmalaga.org
Web: www.danielcanogar.com

Anne Berning

Anne Berning’s ‘Encyclopaedic Incompleteness’ at CAC Málaga

These beautiful, bright, big book spines are the type of original artworks that literally leave you spellbound. Standing at a striking 28.5 metres tall, this pictorial installation takes the form of a bookshelf and resembles a Technicolor stage set. The mural of art books arranged alphabetically on the ground reflect not her own personal taste but a selection of great past and present names in art history, as well as several little-known artists. Book tickets at www.cacmalaga.org until August 19.

This former Young British Artist has developed into a leading figure in contemporary British art and a retrospective of forty of her sculptures, photographs and silkscreen works feature at CAC Málaga until 26 August. Best known for her controversial ‘House’ comprising an exact “negative” of a Victorian house in London’s East End, Whiteread explores the depths of architectural spaces, emptiness and territories inhabited by memory in her most recent installation, ‘Village’: 53 dolls’ houses illuminated inside and creating a magical, dreamlike atmosphere.
“Very dramatic, yet highly functional. It’s transformative and curative.”
American Society of Landscape Artists, 2007 Professional Awards Jury
An iconic reflection of China’s RED culture

Chinese architects faced a major design challenge: how to preserve the natural habitats along a waste-filled river while creating new recreational and educational urban uses.

Solution: the “Red Ribbon” project

Snaking 500 metres through the Tanghe River Park in Qinhuangdao in China’s Hebei Province, this intriguing environmental project has once again brought life to an under-used 50-acre park and a great deal of happiness to its local residents.

Located at the edge of a beach city, the site had become a garbage dump with messy shrubs making it inaccessible and insecure for people to use. It was also, however, covered with lush, native vegetation that provided diverse habitats for various species and was sought-after by nearby communities for fishing, swimming, jogging and cycling. So how to meet the needs of both?

Taking the minimum intervention approach to urban greening, the architects’ aim was accomplished by introducing a multi-functional bench – the Red Ribbon – and its adjacent boardwalk. As well as providing seating and orienting visitors around the park, the Red Ribbon integrates lighting and native plants to make it the only solution needed along its entire length, dramatically urbanising and modernising the site in one brush stroke. Had they not designed the Red Ribbon, the natural river corridor would have been replaced with hard pavement and ornamental flower beds – better than what was there before but nowhere near as unique and eye-catching.

At night the fibre-steel bench glows from the inside and, true to form, the superstitious Chinese see it as some strange nocturnal alien protecting the park, making this one of the features that attracted the American Society of Landscape Artists jury who, on selecting it for a Professional Award this year, called it “a celebration integrating artistic elements into a natural landscape in an ingenious way.”

Designed by Landscape Architects Turenscape with students from Peking University, the Red Ribbon causes minimal disturbance to the native vegetation and animal crossings are built into it as shelter for small creatures.

Transforming an inaccessible waterfront into an attraction while preserving the natural river corridor demonstrates how a minimal design solution can achieve a dramatic improvement to the landscape.

Text: Chris Dove
THE ‘SILENT’ AIRCRAFT INITIATIVE AIMS TO BOLDLY GO WHERE NO AIRCRAFT DESIGN HAS GONE BEFORE WITH A CONCEPTUAL DESIGN WHOSE NOISE EMISSIONS WOULD BE ALMOST IMPERCEPTIBLE OUTSIDE THE PERIMETER OF A DAYTIME URBAN AIRPORT.

**SAX-40**

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY AND THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY UNVEIL REVOLUTIONARY CONCEPT FOR A SILENT AIRCRAFT

The SAX-40 (Silent Aircraft eXperimental) is an ultra low-noise, fuel-efficient aircraft requiring radically different aircraft and engine designs than have ever been proposed before. 35% more fuel-efficient than any aircraft flying today, the SAX-40 is the result of an ongoing design process (SAX-01 to SAX-40) to achieve low noise and improve fuel burn. And as more and more of us are choosing to jet off more often to farther and farther destinations, politicians are piling pressure on airlines to curb greenhouse gas emissions from planes; whilst airliners in turn are keeping a watchful eye on ever-increasing oil prices.
Blue sky thinking
Sponsored by the UK’s University of Cambridge and the USA’s MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology), the SAX-40’s highly innovative conceptual design has been developed to address future generations of aircraft. Its radically different shape is known as a “blended wing” – it has a tailless wedge-shaped body with two bat-wings far removed from the tube-like fuselage with two swept-back wings and engines underneath in current use, but which enable aircraft-makers to build larger or smaller variants utilising many of the same parts. By sticking engines under the wings, it’s easier to maintain or upgrade them halfway through an aircraft’s 30-year lifespan.

Whilst the pace of progress is rapid, these and many other technical challenges remain before the SAX-40 becomes a reality in the projected 2030 timeframe. Having clearly identified these challenges however, the mission now is to provide a clear direction for the work needed to address them – a fundamental goal being to ensure that some of the technologies and approaches can be applied to more incremental aircraft designs within a shorter timeframe.

An extensive network of partner operators
Behind the scenes a highly qualified Operations team is working to develop and test flight the enhanced approach procedures used by current aircraft. The revolutionary SAX-40 uses Continuous Descent Approaches (CDAs) which reduce noise and fuel burn by keeping aircraft higher and at lower thrust levels for longer periods than traditional step-down approaches. This partnership project is part of a Knowledge Integration Community of aerospace partners including airport operators, air traffic controllers, airline industry administrators, policy makers and academics.

Project funding and people
In addition to funding from the Cambridge-MIT Institute (CMI), the “Silent Aircraft Initiative” receives matching in-kind support from key industry partners. Comprising approximately 40 top-grade researchers, the CMI team includes 3D Aero Designers, Acoustic Measurement Specialists, Operators and Economists – all working to see this space-age aircraft successfully take off within the next two decades. According to Professor Ann Dowling, Professor of Mechanical Engineering at Cambridge University and SAI team leader in the UK, “The case for radical change is getting stronger. It’s only through such a change that one can achieve step-changes in fuel burn.” So fasten your seatbelts and prepare to watch the SAX-40 develop its green credentials with the highest levels of hope, goodwill and lots of anticipation...
SEEING DOUBLE!
THANKS TO DYNAMIC DUTCH ARCHITECT REM KOOHLAAS, ALL EYES ARE ON CHINA IN MORE WAYS THAN ONE...

DESIGNED BY THE OFFICE FOR METROPOLITAN ARCHITECTURE IN ROTTERDAM AND LED BY PRITZKER PRIZE WINNING DUTCH ARCHITECT REM KOOHLAAS, THE NEW HEADQUARTERS FOR CHINA'S CENTRAL TELEVISION STATION (CCTV) AND TELEVISION CULTURAL CENTRE (TVCC) WILL BE AMONG THE FIRST OF 300 NEW TOWERS IN BEIJING'S NEW CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT STRIVING TO BE A UNIQUE EXPRESSION OF VERTICALITY. CCTV WILL BE 230 METRES HIGH COVERING 400,000 SQUARE METRES OF FLOOR AREA COMPARED TO THE TVCC'S 115,000 SQ m².

Adding a new meaning to the phrase 'Double Dutch', Koolhaas explains how, rather than competing for vertical domination against the other 299 towers, this project proposes an iconic configuration of two high-rise buildings which, together, actively engage the city space. Within CCTV, the entire TV-making process is combined in a 'loop' of interconnected activities and will host the international broadcasting centre for the 2008 Olympics.

TVCC meanwhile accommodates a 1,500-seat theatre, digital cinemas, recording studios, exhibition facilities, conference rooms, a ballroom, restaurants, lounges and 5-star hotel with rooms occupying both sides of the tower and offering dramatic views across the multiple façades towards the entire Beijing city skyline.
FLYING HIGH

But not as we know it...

In the highly competitive airline industry, you won’t find the operators standing still. Since their aim is to keep passengers seated for the duration of the flight, they're going all out to make passenger cabins so darn comfortable. We won't want to get off side-oriented seats allowing us to swing our hips around, doing away with that forward-only position we're so used to. Super-soft sofa-like armchairs are designed to make you think you haven't even left home yet with large TV monitors, remote controls, headsets, padded footrests, oversized buckle-down beds - the lot - all conveniently within arm-stretching reach. Private, cocoon-like sections within a section for first/business class customers offer polished wood-finished writing desks with all the overhead lighting needed for reading, and microphones allow one-to-one conversations with a flight attendant without awaiting their arrival at your seat. And then there's the personal on-board mini bar.
Promote your business with Modern Design for 100 euros.
For more information call 951 26 00 41 or email: ad@d-earle.com
C/19, parcela 8-2-8, Blq. Dcha.
Edif. 1 Urb. Guadalmina Alta
29678 SAN PEDRO DE ALCANTARA
MÁLAGA
Tel. +34 952 904 011
Fax +34 952 884 817

www.proyectastudio.com

Parque Empresarial
Santa Bárbara
C/ Fidias, 48-50
29004 Málaga
www.gacma.com
info@gacma.com

www.oceanclubmarbella.net
Avda Lola Flores s/n Puerto Banus Marbella
info@oceanclubmarbella.net
Tel +34 952 90 81 37

MEZZO
Restaurante

The Finest International Cuisine
in an Elegant Atmospheric Setting
Blvd. Príncipe Alfonso Hohenlohe, C.C. Colissum, 4
29660 Marbella. Tel: 952 900 230 / 678 256 687
Lunch 12:30am-4pm Mon-Fri, Dinner 7:30pm-12pm Mon-Sat

EL ZURITO
Restaurant and Bar

PINTOS AND BASQUE CUISINE
CALLE CHORROCK 2, PUEBICOLOL, MÁLAGA
952 19 71 42
PREVIEW OF NEXT MONTH’S ISSUE

AS YOU’D EXPECT FROM MODERN DESIGN MAGAZINE, WE’LL CONTINUE TO BRING YOU FASCINATING FEATURES, ARTICLES, PROFILES, INTERVIEWS, INNOVATIONS, NEWS AND EVENTS INCLUDING......

CULTURE

Less than a year away…
Spain’s International Zaragoza EXPO 2008

ARCHITECTURE

- The spaced-out world of Jean Marie Masaud

- Rem Koolhaas and the OMA
  We take a longer look at Rem Koolhaas and the Office for Metropolitan Architecture.

DESIGN

“The rising stars of European design”
- Brothers Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec.

ART

High finance photographer
This is the most expensive photograph in the world: Taken by Andreas Gursky, it’s one of two in the top 10 of most highly-priced photos ever. We tell you how much they’re worth and – more importantly – why.

Going Solo
Terry Bradley’s solo exhibitions in major cities including Málaga (September 07) have catapulted him into the mainstream of Irish Modern Art. We reveal his increasingly populist appeal.

...AND LOTS, LOTS MORE!

Modern Design Magazine has made a name for itself already – start collecting yours now!
We can build almost anything...

"It is not because things are difficult that we do not dare, it is because we do not dare that they are difficult."
SENeca

Nothing is too difficult for us to build. We guarantee it. Apartments, villas, bars, restaurants, pools, offices, clubs... Guaranteed quotes within 24 hours.

Guaranteed 5000€ penalty if we delay. Guaranteed 10-year construction quality. Guaranteed finance and credit line.

Architecture & Construction
Calle Churrucha 2, Fuengirola, Málaga, 29640
Phone: 951 20 00 41 | www.d-earle.com